Planetary defense has become a critical effort of protecting our home planet by discovering potentially hazardous objects (PHOs), simulating the potential impact, and mitigating the threats. NASA Planetary Defense Coordination Office (PDCO) has been established to lead this effort in the United States for 1) early detection of potentially hazardous objects (PHOs); 2) tracking and characterizing * Corresponding author PHOs and issuing warnings about potential impacts; 3) providing timely and accurate communications about PHOs; and 4) leading the coordination of U.S. Government planning for response to an actual impact threat. However, pertinent information about detecting, characterizing and mitigating NEO threats is still dispersed throughout different organizations, due to the lack of structured architecture and framework. Scattered and unorganized information can have a significant impact at the time of crisis, resulting in inefficient processes, and decisions made on incomplete data. This PD Mitigation Gateway is developed to provide a framework to better integrate the dispersed, diverse pieces of information residing at different organizations across the world. This framework offers a one-stop gateway for pertinent PD related contents, and knowledge produced by the NEO mitigation team and the community through 1) state-of-the-art smart search discovery engine based on PD knowledge base, information mining, and reasoning; 2) a document archiving and understanding mechanism for managing and utilizing the results produced by the PD science community; 3) an evolving PD knowledge base accumulated from existing literature, using natural language processing and machine learning; and 4) a 3D visualization tool that allows the viewers to analyze Near-Earth approaches in a three-dimensional environment using dynamic, adjustable PHO parameters to mimic point-of-impact asteroid deflections via space vehicles and particle systems simulation. Along with the benefit of accessing dispersed data from a single port, this framework will advance discovery, collaboration, innovation, education in the PD field-of-study, and ultimately decision support. The core architecture and offerings of the framework are presented in 
